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List	of	Free	Hacking	books	PDF.	Ethical	Hacking,	Hacking	books	pdf,	Hacking	ebooks	free	download,	hacking	ebooks	collection,	Best	Hacking	eBooks.	This	list	for	everyone	who	is	interested	in	ethical	hacking,	beginners	or	professionals	both.	These	top	100	hacking	books	pdf	list	is	created	based	on	the	public	reviews	given	for	the	books.	List	curated
by	Hackingvision.com	Hacking	Books	PDF	Disclaimer	The	contributor(s)	cannot	be	held	responsible	for	any	misuse	of	the	data.	This	repository	is	just	a	collection	of	URLs	to	download	eBooks	for	free.	Download	the	eBooks	at	your	own	risks.	DMCA	takedown	cannot	be	possible	as	we	are	not	republishing	the	books/infringement	of	code,	but	we	are	just
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Network	Attacks	and	Exploitation.pdf	25.	A	Hacker.pdf	26.	Hacker	School.pdf	27.	Automated	Credit	Card	Fraud.pdf	28.	A	Beginners	Guide	To	Hacking	Computer	Systems.pdf	29.	501	Website	Hacking	Secrets.pdf	30.	Cracking	Passwords	Guide.pdf	31.	Eldad	Eilam	–	Reversing:	Secrets	of	Reverse	Engineering	–	Wiley	2005.pdf	32.	Metasploit	Toolkit	–
Presentation.pdf	33.	Metasploit	Toolkit	–	Syngress.pdf	34.	Oracle	Rootkits	2.0.pdf	35.	Pest	Control	–	Taming	the	RATS.pdf	36.	Practical	Malware	Analysis.pdf	37.	Return	Oriented	Programming.pdf	38.	Web	App	Hacking	(Hackers	Handbook).pdf	39.	The	Basics	of	Web	Hacking	–	Tools	and	Techniques	to	Attack	the	Web(2013).pdf	40.	Syngress	–	Sockets,
Shellcode,	Porting	&	Coding	–	Reverse	Engineering	Exploits	And	Tool	Coding	For	Security	Professionals.pdf	41.	Stack	Smashing.pdf	42.	SQL	Injection	Attacks	and	Defense.pdf	43.	Reverse	Engineering	for	Beginners.pdf	44.	Black	Book	of	Viruses	and	Hacking.pdf	45.	Bluepilling	the	Xen	Hypervisor.pdf	46.	Computer	Viruses,	Hacking	and	Malware
attacks	for	Dummies.pdf	47.	Cracking	Passwords	Guide.pdf	48.	Hackers_Secrets.pdf	49.	Buffer	Overflow	Attacks.pdf	50.	Exploiting	Software	–	How	To	Break	Code.pdf	51.	Grumpy	Old	Fart’s	Big	Book	of	Hacking.pdf	53.	Comptia	Security+.pdf	54.	Hack	Attacks	Revealed.pdf	55.	Hacking	Exposed	(Laxxuss).pdf	56.	Hacking	For	Dummies	(2004)
Wiley.pdf	57.	Hacking	For	Dummies	–	Access	To	Other	Peoples	Systems	Made	Simple.pdf	58.	Hacking	Into	Computer	Systems	–	A	Beginners	Guide.pdf	59.	How	To	Hack	Windows	Xp	Admin	Passwords.pdf	60.	Bluetooth	Hacking.pdf	61.	ETH	–	Attacks	on	P2P	Networks	(Freenet)	(2005).pdf	62.	Francisco	Amato	–	evilgrade	–	ENG.pdf	63.	Fun	With
EtterCap	Filters.pdf	64.	Man_In_The_Middle.pdf	65.	arp	MITM.pdf	66.	ethereal-tcpdump.pdf	67.	KALI-LINUX-COMMANDS.pdf	68.	DEFCON-24-Anto-Joseph-Fuzzing-Android-Devices.pdf	69.	DEFCON-24-Bigezy-Saci-Pinworm-MITM-for-Metadata.pdf	70.	DEFCON-24-Brad-Dixon-Pin2Pwn-How-to-Root-An-Embedded-Linux-Box-With-A-Sewing-Needle.pdf
71.	DEFCON-24-Brad-Woodberg-Malware-Command-And-Control-Channels-A-Journey-Into-Darkness.pdf	72.	DEFCON-24-Bryant-Zadegan-Ryan-Lester-Abusing-Bleeding-Edge-Web-Standards-For-Appsec-Glory.pdf	73.	DEFCON-24-Chapman-Stone-Toxic-Proxies-Bypassing-HTTPS-and-VPNs.pdf	74.	DEFCON-24-Demay-Auditing-6LoWPAN-Networks-
Using-Standard-Penetration-Testing-Tools-WP.pdf	75.	DEFCON-24-Demay-Auditing-6LoWPAN-Networks-Using-Standard-Penetration-Testing-Tools.pdf	76.	DEFCON-24-Fitzpatrick-and-Grand-101-Ways-To-Brick-Your-Hardware.pdf	77.	DEFCON-24-Seymour-Tully-Weaponizing-Data-Science-For-Social-Engineering.pdf	78.	DEFCON-24-Thomas-Wilhelm-
Hacking-Network-Protocols-Using-Kali.pdf	79.	DEFCON-24-Thomas-Wilhelm-Intrusion-Prevention-System-Evasion-Techniques.pdf	80.	DEFCON-24-Ulf-Frisk-Direct-Memory-Attack-the-Kernel.pdf	81.	EN-Hacking	Web	Applications	Using	Cookie	Poisoning.pdf	82.	EN	–	NoSQL,	No	injection	–	Ron,	Shulman-Peleg,	Bronshtein.pdf	83.	Ethical	Hacking	and
Penetration	Testing	Guide	–	Baloch,	Rafay.pdf	84.	Faille-CSRF.pdf	85.	Metasploit,	Penetration	Testers	Guide.pdf	86.	Next	Generation	Web	Attacks	–	HTML	5,	DOM(L3)	and	XHR(L2).pdf	87.	Ninja	Hacking.pdf	88.	OWASP_Stammtisch_Frankfurt_WAF_Profiling_and_Evasion.pdf	89.	Pentesting	With	Burp	Suite.pdf	90.	Phishing	Dark	Waters	The	Offensive
and	Defensive	Sides	of	Malicious	Emails.pdf	91.	Seven	Deadliest	Network	Attacks.pdf	92.	Seven	Deadliest	USB	Attacks.pdf	93.	Seven	Deadliest	USB	Attacks.pdf	94.	Seven	Deadliest	Web	Application	Attacks.pdf	95.	Seven	Deadliest	Wireless	Technologies	Attacks.pdf	96.	The	60	Minute	Network	Security	Guide,	National	Security	Agency.pdf	97.	The
Basics	of	Hacking	and	Penetration.pdf	98.	WAF	Bypassing.pdf	99.	Windows_Services_-_All_roads_lead_to_SYSTEM.pdf	100.	Web	Penetration	Testing	with	Kali	Linux.pdf	Free	Cyber	Security	&	Hacking	eBooks	Answer	10/19/2018	Developer	FAQ	2	Hi	I	have	a	simple	shiny	app	from	which	i	wish	to	download	a	pdf	table	after	importing	a	csv	file	into	it.	I
suspect	that	i	use	the	parameters	incorrectly	as	i	take	:	Error	:	'file'	must	be	a	character	string	or	connection	#ui.r	library(shiny)	library(rmarkdown)	fluidPage(sidebarLayout(	sidebarPanel(	fileInput("file1",	"Input	CSV-File"),	downloadButton(	outputId	=	"downloader",	label	=	"Download	PDF"	)	),	mainPanel(tableOutput("table"))	))	#server.r
function(input,	output)	{	thedata	Linker->	Advanced	Options->Target	MacPath	issue	while	saving	and	displaying	an	image	in	AndroidASP.NET	Core	2.1	strange	submenu	appears	in	Manage	pagehow	to	write	to	text	file	outside	of	netbeans	[duplicate]How	to	use	sshpass	when	loging	in	to	remote	server	with	Emacs	/	TrampI'm	unable	to	install	opencv-
contrib-python	in	dockerprevent	FlowType	to	check	error	in	node_modulesCannot	find	module	'firebase-admin'	when	trying	to	deploy	Firebase	functionsLogical	Error	in	Shell	script.Please	help	(UNIX)How	to	add	external	references	in	MonoDevelop?Content-Length	should	be	specified	for	iterable	data	of	typeHow	to	use	vim	as	editor	in	Matlab
GUIHow	to	solve	the	error	of	the	rsync	error:	error	in	IPC	code	(code	14)	at	pipe.c(85)	[sender=3.1.2]download	option	in	repeater	tableHow	to	set	the	expiration	date	for	Dropbox	file	URL'sHow	to	remove	previous	swf	when	enter	new	swf	(AS3)…?'+'	symbol	problem	in	URL	in	IIS	7.xDuplicate	line	and	comment	out	old	oneWhat	does	`putForNullKey`
method	do	inside	the	`put`	method	in	hashmap?openslide	python	import	show:windows	errorDynamically	change	SVG	image	color	in	androidescape	double	quotes	in	param	file	to	batch	scriptGradle	flat	project	with	multiple	Jars	in	one	projectCheck	if	file	contains	multibyte	characterLaravel	Elixir	-	Compile/concat	all	less	files	into	one	css	file?Mask
ImageView	with	a	shapeLibrary	LinkingHow	to	know	if	the	file	I'm	opening	is	a	.txt	file	or	not	in	VB.netcalling	jquery	ajax	to	consume	WebMethod	from	external	js	fileHow	to	make	a	thread	limit	in	JavaWordPress	3.0	media	uploader	alters	my	image	filenameRESTkit	with	Xcode	4.5:	libRestkit.a	is	always	redStoring	vector	of	pointers	in	a	file	and
reading	them	againHow	can	I	use	WiX	properties	in	a	sql	file	executed	from	the	installer?split(//s+)	dont	remove	whitespacesHow	to	restrict	user	from	downloading	or	saving	pdf	file?	[duplicate]How	to	make	random	images	load	in	ImageView?	(Android)Problem	with	Android	SDK	on	Linux	with	Eclipse	Helios(Python)	socket.gaierror:	[Errno	11001]
getaddrinfo	failedRewriteRule	questionjava.lang.NoClassDefFoundError:	scala/Product$classmany	to	many	polymorphic	associationUsing	GKE	service	account	credentials	with	kubectlFailed	to	resolve:	com.google.firebase:firebase-core:15.0.0use	External	database	in	androidHow	would	you	implement	an	interactive	floorplan	/	building	map?
[closed]How	do	I	pick	up	the	Enter	Key	being	pressed	in	JavaFX2?use	static	image	in	css,	djangoWhy	UPDATE	used	after	SELECT	chages	2	rows	instead	of	one?Where	can	I	find	systemjs.config	in	Ionic	2	Project?How	to	run	SUDO	command	in	WinSCP	to	transfer	files	from	Windows	to	linuxDisable	Sonarlint	automatic	scan	for	Eclipse	Remote	Systems
ExplorerMouseover	.animate	stops	prior	.animatememory	error	when	splitting	big	file	into	smaller	files	in	python“Unverified	breakpoint”	in	Visual	Studio	Code	with	Chrome	Debugger	extensionHow	to	remove	children	element	from	XML	in	java?Capture	label	of	actionButton	in	Shiny	appWindow.open	in	GWT	not	open	correctly	with	in	a	call	back
functionCGI	script,	save	`printf`	to	file	using	Terminal	(OS	X)No	such	device	or	address:	'/dev/stdout'Interfacing	C++11	array	with	CythonImage	resize	results	in	massively	larger	file	size	than	original	C#Error	while	playing	sound	in	JavaHow	to	install	pillow	on	pypyAdding	Logic	Tests	to	the	project	in	Xcode	4.5ALAssetsLibrary
addAssetsGroupAlbumWithName	is	not	working	on	iOS	9React	native	is	stuck	at	old	version	appsqlites	does	not	load	.sqliterc	in	Ubuntu	13.10	(GNU/Linux	3.8.13.16	armv7l)Correct	the	classpath	of	your	application	so	that	it	contains	a	single,	compatible	version	of	org.axProblem	setting	up	GzipFilter	in	JettyRails	precompile	assets	-	Cannot	access
precompiled	files	locallygenerate	javascript	using	xml	and	xslCreate	comparison-of-means	table	with	multiple	variables	by	multiple	groups	comparing	to	total	meanScan	text	file	for	line	containing	a	given	string	and	replace	the	line	with	another	stringIs	there	a	SqlFileStream	like	class	that	works	with	Sql	Server	2005?MvvmCross	4	and	WPF	SQLite
pluginneovim	Gruvbox	appears	all	white	and	grey,	I	can't	spot	the	mistakeFind	path	to	git	hooks	directory	on	the	shellWhy	could	wget	not	work	with	PHP's	exec	function?cobertura	reportJava	upload	files	to	remote	linux	server	WITHOUT	ftp	or	scpHow	to	run	print	command	lpr	-p	programmatically	throgh	root	privilage	in	QtSend	ics	file	RSVP	format
not	working	properly	using	Outlook	smtp	server?Dropzone	form	validationLogging	MySQL	interactive	queriesCreating	and	running	a	Jar	fileliquibase	generate	sql	between	2	changelogsasp	http	POST	Read	DataAttributeError:	'tuple'	object	has	no	attribute	'read'How	to	change	tmp	directory	in	yarnSonarQube	for	MSBuild	-	End	Analysis:	Error	during
SonarQube	Scanner	execution	Line	out	of	range	iniOS	10	and	Permissions	localization	descriptionGet	Web	Response	Status	Code	properlyConfused	about	streaming	video	in	HTML5Throwing	FileNotFoundException	but	not	catchingRead	a	XML	file	that's	in	the	same	directoryIO	exception	while	inserting	data	in	table	on	Big	QueryXmlstarlet	ed
encoding	and	powershell	inside	Process	C#Python	Turtle	Module-	Saving	an	imageHow	to	make	an	object	network	serialize	to	a	file,	not	a	SharedObject?What	does	the	dark	triangle,	located	on	the	folder	icons	in	Xcode	9,	mean?AppCache	with	PhoneGap	and	Jquery	mobileR	apply	raster	function	to	a	list	of	charactersVB6	update/reload	a	CTL	user
control	used	in	my	projectcan	chrome	extension	emmbed	local	swf	,	to	load	files?Float	2	Divs	to	Right,	One	Atop	the	OtherFatal	error	when	updating	joomla	from	3.1.1	to	3.2.2Adding	an	environment	variable	for	the	Play!	Framework	[duplicate]Drupal	Site	Download	:	Not	able	to	install	site	as-isOn	import	modules	and	method	names	in	pythonSphinx:
Remove	package	and	module	name	for	specific	functionHow	to	access	database	and	create	table	in	Rhomobile	frameworkUnable	to	export	a	package	from	java.base	moduleHow	to	set	executable	(application)	icon	in	Linux	based	QtSKScene	in	UIViewControllerUsing	variable	in	sql	postdeployment	build	script?Response.ContentType	sporaticly
changes	for	IE8	using	ASP.NET	MVCCan	Solr	retain	the	formatting	of	the	HTML	documents	whcih	was	fed	to	it	in	its	result?Deploying	a	Worklight	app	onto	the	Android	Emulator	is	giving	an	errorBest	approach	for	git-like	interfacecleartool:	Error:	“Unable	to	transfer	a	file:	Permission	denied”Enable	MCrypt	using	MAMPOverlay	text	over	an	image
background	and	convert	to	PDFHow	to	access	Parse	Client	Key	From	terminal?Where	to	put	images	in	a	react-native	project?How	to	specify	colorbar	range	and	keep	it	regardless	of	plotting	valuesUsing	Switch	Statement	in	RRun	gulp	programatically	in	memoryBest	practice	for	storing	and	searching	applicant	Résumé	or	CV	filePhp	file	upload	from
form	to	emailMatrix	search	operation	using	numpy	and	pandasLocking	the	screen	to	landscape	for	only	one	activityFiltering	Google	Maps	Markers	By	Category	Using	GeoRSSHow	to	serialize	a	Predicate	from	Nashorn	engine	in	java	8How	to	save	a	VisualStyleRenderer	to	a	filePull	any	machine	specific	information	from	Windows	audit	log?Align
button	-	icon	with	button	in	html/css/bootstrap	3?How	to	retrieve	all	local	variables	of	another	module?How	does	HttpContext.Current.User.Identity.Name	know	which	usernames	exist?Role	on	dynamic	google	chart	(interval)Security	vulnerabilities	in	php	fwrite?p:dataTable	with	p:columns	with	custom	widthsOut-of-Line	Virtual	MethodVS	Code:
change	foreground	color	for	files	with	problems	in	the	file	explorerPHP	run	loop	and	script	at	same	timePycharm	-	MacBook	-	models.py	is	not	recognizedCentOS	5.8	ISO	with	custom	packagesHow	can	one	configure	mex	to	pass	compiler	flags	to	nvccOdoo	javascript	onclick	eventlibgdx	actor	touchHandling	issueAngular	reload	window	then	go	to	a
new	stateCan't	connect	to	oracledbhtaccess	not	rewriting	url	for	my	GET	requestsImage	OptimizationHow	can	I	enable	“Treat	Warnings	as	Errors”	for	my	TransformXml	task?The	method	add(String)	is	undefined	for	the	type	String	(JSONObject	2nd	Array)SimpleXML	-	I/O	warning	:	failed	to	load	external	entityCSS	Modules	-	exclude	class	from	being
transformedFile	explorer	broken	in	latest	Windows	10How	to	change	the	“Applies	To”	field	under	folder	auditing	options	programatically	(.NET)iOS	iPhone	6	Autolayout	-	Full	Width	and	HeightCommand	that	works	in	local	computer,	but	doesn't	work	in	server?What	version	of	MobileFirst	Platform	Test	Workbench	is	compatible	with	Worklight
6.2.0.01Reading	and	writing	to	console	in	JavaWorking	with	sub-workflow	in	rehosted	designer?Creating	reference	to	HDF	dataset	in	H5py	using	astypeLogin.xib	then	launch	mainmenu.xib	XCode	OS	XAWS	CloudFormation	/var/log/cloud-init-output.log	equivalent	for	Windows	AMIsUnsupported	type	'add-resource'	in	Android	StudioXSLT	replacing
text	in	attribute	value	and	text	nodesAndroid	photo	gallery	not	updating	with	new	photosHaving	trouble	adding	an	int	to	a	string,	tried	using	sprintf	but	I'm	having	troubleRecursive	listing	of	all	files	matching	a	certain	filetype	in	GroovyDesign	questionWhy	language	change	required	app	to	restart	in	Objective	C'readline/readline.h'	file	not	foundThe
model	name	you	are	loading	is	the	name	of	a	resource	that	is	already	being	used:	base_modelpd.read_csv	gives	me	str	but	need	floatchange	pgsql	port	[duplicate]Ajax	cross	domain	questionSimple	way	to	upload	image	with	node.js	and	express?How	to	retrieve	objects	that	have	an	attached	file	and	order	those	objects	based	on	a	set	of	pre-ordHow	to
install	mod_jk	(Apache	Tomcat	Connectors)	on	Windows	Server?Python	opencv	sorting	contoursContinue	execution	after	calling	php	passthru()	functionHighstock	|	Zooming	on	xAxis	causes	Browser	CrashIs	there	a	tool	in	xcode	that	allows	me	to	look	at	the	data	in	my	xcdatamodel	fileHow	to	Return	Helpers	Text	as	data	from	ActionHow	to	find	where
an	environment	variable	is	setHow	to	parse	inbound	e-mail	when	using	Mule's	IMAP	transport?How	to	get	Git	diff	of	the	first	commit?How	to	assign	uint16_t	value	into	uint8_t	array?JavaScript:	How	to	“cache”	a	file	to	download,	then	trigger	download	upon	request?Docker	Compose	keep	container	runningHow	can	I	set	in	build.gradle	the	groovy
nature	of	an	Eclipse	project?Accessing	pandas	DataFrame	as	a	nested	listCould	not	upload	a	local	image	file	embedded	into	HTML	as	a	data	URI	into	google	doc	via	java	apiHow	to	concat	JS	library	files	using	gulp?Setting	Title	for	Tabs	in	Terminator	(Console	Application)	in	UbuntuMultiple	staging	areasLinux	Open	Suse	“pyodbc.Error:	('01000',
”[01000]	[unixODBC][Driver	Manager]Can't	opeReplace	Words	with	a	linebreakhow	to	play	a	sound	file	after	another	sound	in	javascriptWhat	is	the	scope	of	the	utm_campaign	dimension	in	Google	Analytics	v4	on	Android?OutOfMemoryError	in	my	gridAdapterSwagger	Spec	Validation	in	Javadelayed_job	-	Performs	not	up	to	date	code?How	to	add
different	graphs	(as	an	inset)	in	another	python	graphChrome	Devtools	empty	file-listPlay	PCM	data	in	.NET	Framework	2?Cant	access	wp-load.php	dynamicallyoutput	of	numpy.where(condition)	is	not	an	array,	but	a	tuple	of	arrays:	why?Editing	files	from	dockerfileHow	to	add	menu	in	top	bar	in	android	api	22PHP	Write	To	Text	FileRestart	python-
script	from	within	itselfHow	can	I	verify	my	custom	domain	on	firebase	using	GoDaddyHow	to	add	JavaScript	dynamically	in	Opencart?How	to	Include	Anti-XSS	in	ASP.Net	2.0	Without	Visual	StudioRoot	Directory?Could	not	find	method	exclude()	for	arguments	[{module=support-v4}]play	store	alpha	test	download	link	not	workingUsing	.htaccess,
never	show	index.phpIs	there	a	way	to	create	package-info.java	for	existing	packages	in	one	move	in	eclipse?How	to	move	all	strings	in	one	file	that	match	the	lines	of	another	to	columns	in	an	output	file?Prevent	Save	As	FunctionalityHow	do	I	create	a	config	file	for	phpMyAdmin?Changing	umask	of	apache	on	ArchLinux	[closed]Installing	a	Web
Server	for	Node.jsServer	socket	-	accept	connections	only	from	IP	addresses	in	the	whitelistLinq	to	SQL	order	by	with	DistinctSorting	multi-dimensional	array	in	PHP	with	multiple	criteriaHTTP2	/	SPDY	Push-Stream	Verification:	How	to	Test?CakePHP:	calling	testAction	to	a	json-returning	method	causes	missing	view	exceptionHow	to	parse	jsonfile
with	sparkConditional	Validation	RAILS	MODELHow	to	show	SVG	file	on	React	Native?Run	a	separate	application	on	secondary	monitorjquery	.load()	doesn´t	work	due	to	the	.htaccess	fileHow	to	check	environment	variable	in	a	linux	subshell?Check	to	see	if	a	compiled	dll	has	changed?How	to	send	an	email	from	Unix	with	3	files	row	count,	size	and
date	among	10	filesWhy	am	I	being	told	a	class	does	not	exist	in	my	namespace	when	it	does?Should	I	take	ILogger,	ILogger,	ILoggerFactory	or	ILoggerProvider	for	a	library?Server	response	terminal	line	analysis.	What	is	the	last	part	on	the	response	line?How	to	deserialize	Xml	file	with	nested	elements	of	same	name?Phonegap	3.5	(not	Cordova)
icons	specified	in	config.xml	NOT	copied	during	buildSorting	a	repeater	field	from	Advanced	Custom	Fields	in	PHP	and	Timber/TwigSSL	received	a	record	that	exceeded	the	maximum	permissible	length.	(Error	code:	ssl_error_rx_recordRequests	s.get(url,verify	=	False)	error	[Python]Adding	non-android	xml	file	to	android	projectconfiguring	user	and
password	with	git	bashFacebook	publish	HTTP	Error	400	:	bad	requestJavaScript	ActiveXObjectStuck	on	error	loading	scipy,	using	Homebrew	install,	on	macOS	SierraFileUtil	does	not	copy	“.gitignore”How	does	EMR	handle	an	s3	bucket	for	input	and	output?importing	package	and	modules	from	another	directory	in	pythonUsing	abc.ABCMeta	in	a
way	it	is	compatible	both	with	Python	2.7	and	Python	3.5Check	if	executable	command	exists	using	antBatch	file	to	find	all	Access	Databasesboost	read_until	does	not	stop	at	delimiterGit	undo	command:	“git	reset	--hard”React	Native	-	connect	to	PostgreSQL	databaseConnection	interrupted	when	using	WebHttpBinding	in	Transport
SecurityModeSecurity	in	mobile	applicationForm	sends	a	GET	instead	of	POSTUnable	to	compile	Iron	example:	expected	struct	`iron::request::Request`,	found	struct	`iron::RequesColormap	issue	using	animation	in	matplotlibPhpStorm	Sync	Less	and	CSS	FileI	have	updated	Android	API	to	23	and	there	is	no	error	in	any	xml	file	but	when	I	try	to	build
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